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FLOW

2-5-14 
L)  Join;  the music of My words;  yes, music, harmony;  the chords they strike;  pay attention to 
the flow;  thunderous, sometimes thunderous;  see, feel;  the beat;  I’m revealing facets of My 
words;  reject not;  no word idle;  life giving;  life, movement in My words;  increase, understand;  
the increasing effects of My words;  study them;  hinder them not;  they must be allowed to flow, 
increasing
JR) (For some reason I sang the words of thanks.)  yes, put them to song;  ( My hands were out 
and something was coming out and flowing down during the sounds that came from me.)  Life, it 
is Life;  your earnest words to Me and Mine to you;  allow it to flow

11-04-14 
HH)   you've had peace in the turmoil;   (Red)   you've now experienced it;   refuse 
anything less;   take My peace, allow it;   you now know its advantages;   encourage the 
others;   My Bride must know it;   as must Our Child;   My peace is like a river, it flows;   
glory, glory, glory, experience My glory;    

12-09-14  
HP)   (When I thanked and praised for understanding..)   let it flow;    (Bright DRT)   
DRT;   prophetic covenant;   DRT;   grasp understanding and significance;   (I grasped 
them and then knew the significance meant there was more to come because of the 
flow.)   pearls;   pearls of wisdom

12-15-14
HP)   clean hands;   hallowed are My words;   My promises;   yes, My truths;   accept;   
into your being;   they shall flow;    be it so, be it so;   now and henceforth;  

12-16-14
HH)    show Mercy, show Mercy;   project My grace;   may it ever flow;   be not afraid;

12-23-14
HP)  viable;   all is viable;   truth must reign;   My truth;   speak it as I give;   establish;   
DRT;   let it flow;   DRT;   DRT

3-06-15
HP)    be it so;   all according to My Will as you asked;   expect;   much is ready;   ready 
for My timing;   hinder not;   recognize and hinder not;   eyes open;   see all clearly;   
(DRT>)   understand My flow

3-13-15
HH)  let the knowledge flow;   Wisdom and knowledge hand in hand;   undergirded with 
My understanding;    go to the depths with them;   I shall release;   expect;   recognize 
all details;   share, share, share that they may glean;

3-18-15
HH)   knowledge will soon flow;   be prepared;   much to take in;   get it recorded and 
study;   from My river;   all must be prepared;
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3-29-15
HP)    yes, Our commitment is great;   it flows among Us;   (DRT)  

3-30-15
HP)  yes, keep My progression in conscious flow;   must understand facets of My flow;   
hinder them not;   grasp, understand;   seek Me for it;   (DDRT)

4-06-15
HH)   silence midst chaos, learn;   yes, possible;   chaotic times ahead;   prepare now;   
prepare to trust My lead;   prepare your minds to function as I have created;   lift all to 
Me;   flow must continue even in these times;   you are equipped;   fear not;   keep your 
eyes on Me;   complete assignments;   

4-08-15
HP)   (DR)   interrupt not the flow;   My flow;   the ease of My flow;   keep not the facets 
of My purposes of My progression from connecting the flow;   it must be so;   each facet, 
each detail of each facet crucial;   (DR)
HH)    give Me your concerns;    relax, all is well;   be at peace during this small storm;   
(NJ's passing)   (RT)  (I saw the lit wires like I have in the past only they were white this 
time)   be aware of openings to witness;   save;   yes, even during this time;   saving is 
appropriate any time;

4-09-15
HP)   see and understand how I flow;   how flow works;   its facets and details;   its 
mighty purposes;  My hand in it;   you each must grasp it;  comprehend each part of it;   
I call you to come, flow with me

4-12-15
HP)   hinder not the flow of the progression;   not even one iota;   it must flow and be 
kept flowing;   (DRT)   all will come to light;   grasp as it does;   much understanding 
coming;   flowing;   grasp

4-13-15
HP)   tend to the flow;   ignore it not;   

4-14-15
HP)   Thanked and Praised Him for the flow and functioning of the progression and its 
facets)   on your behalf;    be it justified;   legally done;   My Bride must heed;   hinder 
not;   stay in My flow;   in it;   not on the banks, but truly in it;   totally in flow with Me;   no 
exceptions;   totally in;   heed, heed, heed
HH)   delve, delve, delve ever deeper;   My healing must flow;    look for it;   be in it;   
soak it into your beings;   (He showed me to lie face down in His flow in the healing 
room, so I did.)   you shall be well;   share healing with others;   as I direct;   be 
prepared any time, any where;

4-15-15
L)   Progress', Progress', Progress';   keep, keep, keep in the flow;   major progress 
being made;
HH)    I feel your love for Me;   keep it flowing between Us;   that it may increase;  



4-16-15
L)   Savor this time;   so much happening;   so much progress;   more facets of flow to 
understand;   yield to My flow;   (In the name of Jesus, I yield to this Holy flow.) be it so 
done
HP)    I give you much;   much responsibility;   not as a burden;   a gift;   delight in it;    
My capable Chosen Ones;   flow with the increase

1-29-16
L) send them on High;   keep the flow steady;   steady flow of Praises;   legally flowing

10-09-16
L)   watch the waves;   My waves;   Be totally aware of each one;   glean from them;   
allow My waves to flow over you, to carry you, to protect you;  
HP)   I appreciate your thanksgiving;   (I sang them for some reason.)   never stop the 
flow of the music and song within you;   yes, I agree, it is a blessing;   a blessing to you 
and to Me

10-21-16
L)  share;   share that the blind may see;   that the deaf may hear;   that the mute may 
speak;   that My miracles may flow;   do this and more
 


